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Abstract

Background: Palliative care patients are often described as complex but evidence on complexity is limited. We need to understand complexity, including at individual patient-level, to define specialist palliative care, characterise palliative care populations and meaningfully compare interventions/outcomes.

Aim: To explore palliative care stakeholders’ views on what makes a patient more or less complex and insights on capturing complexity at patient-level.

Design: In-depth qualitative interviews, analysed using Framework analysis.

Participants/settings: Semi-structured interviews across six UK centres with patients, family, professionals, managers and senior leads, purposively sampled by experience, background, location and setting (hospital, hospice and community).

Results: 65 participants provided an understanding of complexity, which extended far beyond the commonly used physical, psychological, social and spiritual domains. Complexity included how patients interact with family/professionals, how services’ respond to needs and societal perspectives on care. ‘Pre-existing’, ‘cumulative’ and ‘invisible’ complexity are further important dimensions to delivering effective palliative and end-of-life care. The dynamic nature of illness and needs over time was also profoundly influential. Adapting Bronfenbrenner’s Ecological Systems Theory, we categorised findings into the microsystem (person, needs and characteristics), chronosystem (dynamic influences of time), mesosystem (interactions with family/health professionals), exosystem (palliative care services/systems) and macrosystem (societal influences). Stakeholders found it acceptable to capture complexity at the patient-level, with perceived benefits for improving palliative care resource allocation.

Conclusion: Our conceptual framework encompasses additional elements beyond physical, psychological, social and spiritual domains and advances systematic understanding of complexity within the context of palliative care. This framework helps capture patient-level complexity and target resource provision in specialist palliative care.
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What is already known about the topic?

- Palliative care patients are often characterised as complex but no standardised definition or conceptual framework for complexity exists in palliative care.
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Healthcare systems are using casemix classifications increasingly to allocate resources and ensure maximum value and efficiency.

Casemix classifications require the complexity of patients' needs to be captured at an individual patient-level, but this is poorly standardised in specialist palliative care.

What this paper adds?

- This article presents a conceptual framework to understand complexity in specialist palliative care, developed from patient, family and professional perspectives.
- Bronfenbrenner's Ecological Systems Theory has been adapted to provide a novel framework for understanding complexity in specialist palliative care.
- Number, severity, range and temporality of needs should be considered in the development of a meaningful casemix classification for specialist palliative care, along with additional aspects such as 'pre-existing', 'cumulative' and 'invisible' complexity.

Implications for practice, theory or policy

- This framework identifies and conceptualises the sources of complexity in palliative care and provides a comprehensive understanding of complexity for palliative care providers.
- This has implications for how services themselves recognise and respond to needs; improving understanding of complexity will support more integrated and targeted care.
- A casemix classification for specialist palliative care in the United Kingdom could reflect patient-level complexity as described by this framework and be feasible in practice.

Background

Populations are ageing and more people are living with chronic conditions and comorbidities. People with advanced progressive illness have a range of complex needs and symptoms and their care is increasingly multifaceted. Specialist palliative care resources should be targeted to those with the most complex needs. However, current evidence demonstrates that access to palliative care is determined not by level of complexity of need but more often by diagnosis, physical symptoms, age, ethnicity, socioeconomic factors and geography. Referral may also be delayed because of the absence of standard definitions of what constitutes a palliative care patient or reasons for referral are not widely accepted.

Palliative care patients seen are generally characterised as complex, with multiple symptoms, psychological, existential and social concerns, but no standardised definition of complexity exists and research is limited. In palliative care, complexity is commonly characterised as the number, severity and interaction of domains in the Holistic Common Assessment, a widely used framework for comprehensive palliative care assessment. Studies considering complexity have largely been in decision-making, multiple chronic conditions, paediatric care or general healthcare and have described complexity more broadly (beyond the individual). Fernández-López et al. defined four levels of complexity for people nearing end-of-life (no complexity, low, medium and high), which establish intervention criteria for resource allocation, but without further validation. A recent study has also explored a predictive model of complexity (also adopting tiered levels) in palliative care, but only explores intervention and patient-level complexity in advanced cancer patients.

Understanding complexity matters for several reasons. First, improved understanding of complexity in the last year of life is needed for more effective and integrated care, to ensure the different elements of care are brought together to manage patient needs. Second, understanding and ranking levels of complexity would help distinguish between generalist and specialist palliative care. Third, in healthcare, there is increasing use of casemix classifications. These are classifications based on patient-level criteria, which allow the grouping of patients in terms of the resources needed to meet their needs. Such casemix classifications were pioneered in the United States with 'diagnosis related groups' (DRGs) and have been used in many countries since to develop prospective payment systems, mainly for hospital financing. Healthcare Resource Groups (HRGs) underpin the main casemix classification adopted in England. HRGs are patient classes derived from information about diagnosis and procedures, aiming to deliver fair and equitable reimbursement for healthcare services.

Although casemix classifications have been widely used to manage resources across healthcare, they have rarely been applied to palliative care. Other classifications have been used to group and analyse cost, but have only
been applied to breast cancer. Existing classifications (such as DRGs and HRGs) are based on diagnoses and procedures, but for patients receiving palliative care, the goal is to enhance quality of life and maintain or maximise current health and functional status, in the context of advanced incurable illness. Hence, we need different classifications for palliative care. Only in Australia has such a casemix classification for palliative care been developed. Criteria such as diagnosis and procedure were found to be ineffective in classifying whether those with palliative care needs were either more or less complex. Instead, ‘phase of illness’ and ‘problem severity’ were found to be the better indicators of complexity and corresponding resource use. However, it is not clear whether these patient-level criteria are applicable internationally, acceptable to stakeholders and best reflect complexity in palliative care.

The aim of this study is, therefore, to explore what makes a palliative care patient more or less complex, to develop a conceptual understanding of complexity and to consider how complexity might best be captured at patient-level in specialist palliative care.

**Method**

**Study design**

Qualitative study using in-depth interviews, reported in accordance with the consolidated criteria for reporting qualitative research (COREQ) guidelines.

**Participants and setting**

Participants were sampled purposively, to achieve maximum variation, by personal and/or professional background, geographical location and experiences of settings of care (hospital, hospice and community). Purposive criteria were selected from existing evidence by the research team, the Programme Steering Committee and the Patient and Public Involvement (PPI) advisory group. Participants from the eight participating sites were approached and subsequently interviewed if willing to participate. The sample comprised patients and family carers, healthcare professionals (i.e. doctors, nurses and allied professionals), managers and senior leads (including national leads) in palliative care. Recruitment took place between October 2014 and June 2015 in six UK centres (North London, South London, Sussex, Cambridge, Dorset and Yorkshire).

**Data collection**

Face-to-face, semi-structured interviews were conducted by four researchers (C.P., K.Ba, L.V. and S.P.) in the participant’s preferred setting. A topic guide was developed from a review of evidence on complexity, potential criteria for casemix, existing casemix classifications in palliative care and predictors of resource use in the last year of life. It was refined by our PPI advisory group, the research team and the Programme Steering Committee (See Online Appendix 1). Written informed consent was obtained prior to interview.

The interview began with a discussion of complexity in palliative care and how it could be characterised. Two vignettes, giving examples of low and high complexity, were then used to help focus on concrete examples and elicit further discussion. These were developed with our PPI advisory group (see Online Appendix 2). Interviews then explored how complexity might be measured at an individual patient-level.

To increase the credibility of the data, interviewers summarised the interview back at the end to allow the participant to verify and clarify any misconceptions or add additional information. Data collection continued until data saturation was reached. All interviews were digitally audio recorded, anonymised and transcribed verbatim to ensure confidentiality. A distress protocol was developed and implemented to minimise risk of potential harm to participants.

**Analysis**

Interviews were analysed (by C.P. and S.P.) using the five analytical steps of Framework analysis: (1) familiarisation, (2) identifying a thematic framework, (3) indexing, (4) charting and (5) mapping and interpretation. Framework was considered the optimal approach to allow both an inductive and deductive approach, to facilitate comparison across stakeholder groups and to support the service delivery and policy focus of this research. Emerging themes were discussed between three researchers (C.P., K.B. and S.P.) to improve the confirmability and dependability of the findings. Charts were created for each theme, grouped by stakeholder type, and used to explore stakeholder assonance and dissonance among perspectives on each theme and subtheme. The COREQ guidelines were used throughout the study design, data collection and analysis process to enhance trustworthiness and methodological rigour. Analysis was managed using NVivo software (Version 10).

**Ethical approval**

Approved by the King’s College London Research Ethics Committee (BDM/14/15-2).

**Results**

65 participants (of 69 approached) were recruited (94%); four people declined or were unable participate. Interviews ranged from 28 to 118 min with a median of 32 min. Participant characteristics are outlined in Table 1.
We found that participants identified components of complexity relating to (1) the person; (2) changing and dynamic aspects of illness and needs; (3) the person’s interactions with family, health professionals and immediate settings; (4) palliative care services/systems; and (5) societal influences. We explored a range of existing theories in psychology, education and sociology, which were relevant to these emergent findings. We recognised strong parallels between our emergent findings and the dimensions proposed by Bronfenbrenner’s Ecological Systems Theory (i.e. the world of the child as influenced by their social network and interactions, services and systems, and society, as well as changes over time because of dynamic interactions within and between these proposed ‘levels’). Therefore, we adapted Bronfenbrenner’s theory to underpin our data mapping and interpretation (see Figure 1). Findings are presented utilising the five systems of Bronfenbrenner’s theory: microsystem (the individual and their social network), chronosystem (changes over time), mesosystem (interactions between the individual and their social network), exosystem (systems and services) and macrosystem (societal attitudes and culture) and how these apply to palliative care.

The microsystem: the person’s needs and characteristics

The microsystem consists of the person’s needs and characteristics, which directly influence whether they are more or less complex.

The person’s needs

Participants – patients, family members and professionals – discussed complexity in terms of physical, psychological, social and spiritual domains. Participants emphasised communication and social needs as important in determining complexity, these included information needs, social responsibilities (e.g. caring for children) and communication (e.g. English not a first language or understanding of medical information):

… we have a lot of people who don’t speak English as their first language so we have to use interpreters or we have to use
other family members. That adds to the complexity. (1058, Social Worker)

I think it can work in both, in terms of education around their illness, you can sometimes have people who look into things in so much depth and actually have read everything on the internet, and come to you with all the, ‘And I would like a third opinion from somebody in [country name]’, and so that in itself is complex because you have to manage that with the health resources that you have. (1028, Senior Clinician)

**The person’s characteristics**

A few participants discussed how demographic and clinical characteristics – such as age and diagnosis – influenced complexity. For instance, acceptance of advancing illness and deterioration was influenced by age, and in this way, could reduce complexity:

I think the age of the patient is a big factor too because I do feel that when someone’s coming towards the end of their life, it’s easier to accept what’s happening in general … (1015, Senior Clinician)

Some participants drew on personal characteristics beyond needs and highlighted how these affected a person’s understanding of their illness, decision-making, navigation of the healthcare system and experiences of care. These included the following: health literacy; confidence; coping and resilience; mental capacity; cultural context; and preferences and priorities. They emphasised the impact of illness on these characteristics and how these aspects influenced presentation, and hence complexity:

People are afraid to complain very often in a hospital setting (…) It’s very easy to be bullied by somebody when you’re immobile and you’re emotionally fragile … (1031, Family Carer)

**Pre-existing complexity**

Some participants discussed how a patient’s life can have qualities of complexity before they receive palliative care, such as long-standing difficulties with finances and/or housing, dependents, bereavements, mental health needs, homelessness, substance misuse; relationships and lifestyle. For example, the demands of being a single mother adds to complexity of life:

… she has to look after her kids, so she hasn’t got her husband with her any longer. So, forget about the complexity of her illness, the complexity of just normal life is much higher (1004, Patient)

**Cumulative complexity**

Most felt that both the number of problems a person experiences and whether problems were experienced across several or all domains strongly influenced complexity and were ‘cumulative’. The likelihood of each problem exacerbating other domains was recognised, as in the concept of ‘total pain’ described by Cicely Saunders.55,56

Participants were also cautious about considering things in isolation, yet provided examples where single aspects, such as severe pain or having dependents, affected all areas cumulatively and could impact on a patient’s entire experience. A few participants illustrated how one severe problem could sometimes lead to highly complex needs:

… the reality is that somebody who has multiple issues or multiple problems may not present as complex as someone who has one problem, which may cause the multi-professional team a lot more thought and work … (1054, Spiritual Lead)

**The chronosystem: changing complexity over time**

The chronosystem refers to changes in a patient’s needs, circumstances and environment over time. In palliative care, this often reflects the prevailing uncertainty related to disease trajectory and care. However, other aspects of time were also seen to influence complexity, such as long-term caregiving burden, late referral in non-cancer or shorter disease trajectory.

Most participants emphasised how quickly changes can occur. They described patients’ needs as fluctuating, dynamic and sometimes rapidly changing. There are related issues of uncertainty when changes occur and how to manage problems that suddenly arise:

… a patient could be high complex and then you sort lots of things out, you get symptoms under control, you put equipment in, you put some support in, and so it changes. And then something else happens, so it’s that undulation, it’s that toing and froing, that in and out of complexity (…) patients don’t stay the same for very long periods of time, and there’s ebbs and flows. (1012, Senior Clinician)

Participants – especially professionals in palliative care – spoke of how immediate needs influence complexity and require timeliness of care, prioritisation and rapid caseload decisions:

Yes, some things may be because of the speed that [name] is dying, do need to be sorted out. If she has got no other support then social care will really need to come in and give her the options of what is going to happen with her children. It is very difficult. (1034, Manager/Senior Lead)

Participants in all groups felt that complexity was not usefully captured as a snapshot and needed regular review to ensure that services are responsive and flexible to needs as they change:

… within palliative and end-of-life care, means things change so rapidly, so you need a really responsive service, and if you haven’t got that then you can’t match the service to the person’s needs. (1014, Senior Clinician)
Some participants also highlighted duration of needs as important in caregiver burden and its effect on complexity:

… duration has a part to play because people need stamina to manage really long-term conditions. And it’s not only the patient themselves; their families and their carers need to be able to deliver sustained input and I think that’s really hard when it’s over prolonged periods. (1017, Manager/Senior Lead)

Others referred to the way dissonance between patients and family wishes, increased complexity:

You can have families who are warring or arguing, different perspectives on what should happen to their loved one and that can pull everybody in different directions. (1034, Manager/Senior Lead)

Engagement, prejudice and ‘invisible’ complexity

Health professionals drew attention to examples where patients may choose not to engage with services and how this can increase complexity. This includes patients declining opportunities to talk about care at the end-of-life and some groups (e.g. substance or alcohol misusers) that struggle at times to interact with healthcare services:

I suppose drug and alcoholic abuse, in terms of a specific group of people, just because, again, these patients don’t tend to engage as well. They tend to have more erratic lifestyles. Therefore, asking them to come in or be in at a certain time to go and visit them is harder. (1057, Junior Clinician)

Perceptions and prejudice were also thought to influence care and complexity. Participants described how some diseases are stigmatised, which triggers a different set of social responses from family and professionals, and impedes a patient’s freedom to disclose information:

I do think there are some diseases that make it more socially complex, or potentially more socially complex. So (…) liver cancer being associated with hepatitis B, which was more associated with intravenous drug users, triggers a different reaction in their social set. You know, in the family, in the friends, in the professionals sometimes even, which makes the whole situation more complex to manage. (1019, Manager/Senior Lead)

Several participants highlighted the issue of ‘invisible’ or hidden complexity when people do not engage with healthcare services, for example, those with long-standing depression or older people who may not seek help so readily:

I’ve just left a gentleman on the ward. He is very depressed (…) He’s not taking up anybody’s time because he’s feeling very helpless and hopeless. So, the complexity is there but he’s not engaging with any of it (…) Actually, a nurse on the ward could think he’s really easy to look after but actually his needs are really complex. (1013, Senior Clinician)

I think there is an impact with age on the traditions of how they interact with services – so you do find people in all

The mesosystem: the interactions between the person, their family and health professionals

The mesosystem represents the interactions that occur between the person, the main people (e.g. family or healthcare professionals) and settings of care (e.g. hospice, hospital and community). Complexity here was largely expressed in terms of the interactions between the patient and their healthcare providers, and between the patient and their family as well as friends, spiritual networks and other support groups. Complexity can be reduced by strong supportive links or exacerbated by limited support.

Dissonance between patients, families and health professionals

Participants spoke of dissonance between patients, families and health professionals as pertinent. Some highlighted the difficulties that could arise from differences in how patients and professionals would prefer to manage their care:

… you may have a couple of things wrong with you, and as a patient you may prefer one thing to be done. Meanwhile, as a professional you may actually think the other thing needs to be done first [laughs]. So, I mean, it will bring possible conflict. (1004, Patient)

So, I think what’s the patient’s agenda and how they want to handle life is much less tidy than the healthcare professionals would like it to be. And there’s a great danger that we tell people how they should handle their final period of life. (1023, Senior Clinician)

Similarly, participants reported challenges when patient’s and professional’s beliefs differ and how this could affect experience of care. For instance, dissonance in spiritual perspectives may lead to misinterpretation of emotional well-being:

When the family then says, ‘Right, I don’t want you to tell him’, or, ‘I don’t want you to give him the morphine’, as a profession we’re thinking you’re not the patient, I need to listen to the patient, thank you very much. Then you alienate the family and the family says I don’t want you coming in then because if you’re going to come in here and upset my loved one, I don’t want you here. To me, as a professional, a big part of our job is understanding people’s culture (…) Then I need to walk with the family, understand what is important and then manage the symptoms in accordance with that. That, to me, is complex. (1049, Manager/Senior Lead)
spheres who are a bit more elderly but who wouldn’t dream of contacting somebody in the middle of the night. So, how they interact with their health services might be more traditional and lead to them avoiding that (1028, Senior Clinician)

**The exosystem: service- and system-level factors**

The exosystem comprises services and systems that the person is not directly part of, yet, which influence the care they receive. This refers, for instance, to how multidisciplinary teams work/are structured (including provision or absence of staff training), how services coordinate care (e.g. electronic palliative care coordinating systems/electronic records) and local service governance and commissioning.

**Multidisciplinary team meetings and coordination of care**

Participants – especially professionals – emphasised how effective multidisciplinary team meetings can lessen complexity by responding efficiently and well to complex needs; multidisciplinary teams may be essential for more complex patients:

The whole purpose of having a multidisciplinary approach to palliative care is to handle complexity (…) No one profession has all the skills that dying people and their families need. (1016, Senior Clinician)

However, many highlighted concerns that ineffective multiprofessional involvement could increase complexity through problems with planning and disjointed care:

… she’s got breast cancer with the chemo, the pain and the depression, if they’re all being managed by one team that’s fine, but if she’s seeing different teams it could be very disjointed. (1002, Patient and Family Carer)

The majority saw good communication within and between teams/services as key to delivering effective patient and family care and managing complexity well.

**Service availability and capacity**

Most participants felt resource constraints may be a factor in complexity as needs are not effectively addressed:

… someone’s quite complex and actually would benefit from a social worker and regular nurse visits to their home or being admitted for respite care or whatever. But actually, if you don’t have the resources for them to access that then it doesn’t matter that they’re more complex, but you’re still not going to meet the need that you’ve identified because you’re constrained by the resources available. (1020, Manager/Senior Lead)

Some participants spoke of how care may become more complex if staff lack the necessary skills or experience, as they may not have the expertise to address and respond to needs, thereby increasing apparent patient complexity.

… complexity [sometimes] arises because the professional makes it complex, because of their perception of the issue or perception of it as a problem (…) So for some people advance care planning could be seen as a complex issue, for others it wouldn’t be. (1048, Manager/Senior Lead)

Participants from all groups discussed the importance of training as a service factor influencing complexity. In particular, professionals highlighted that specific training is required for certain groups (e.g. homeless people, those with learning disabilities or dementia):

So those with say learning disability or homeless people who might have needs and that access a service. (…) And there, with that, there may be greater complexity from lack of experience in seeing these patients that there may be additional factors that aren’t immediately apparent. (1005, Senior Clinician)

**The macrosystem: population and society**

The macrosystem refers to the wider societal and cultural context, within which the other systems are embedded. Although most ‘distant’ from the person, the findings suggest this has profound influence over complexity. Within palliative care, the macrosystem includes: the system-wide structure of palliative care (e.g. services, funding and resources), the structure and organisation of health and social care systems, end-of-life care policies and values in society (e.g. cultural values, stigmas and beliefs).

Wealth and deprivation can also influence complexity with deprived areas receiving limited resources and being more ‘neglected’ (e.g. less access to hospices):

I think areas of poverty, areas of wealth have a huge impact. I think the multiplicity of all the different providers in the area has another impact. Some things you’re able to get in some areas, some things you’re not able to access in other areas, so there’s lots of inequity in that sense. (1038, Senior Clinician)

Some participants discussed professional and societal cultures’ failure to recognise deteriorating health and dying, and its impact on complexity:

There is a whole issue about failure of the health service or social care to recognise either that somebody is dying or to provide services. There might be good and easy solutions to reduce complexity but if they are not available or people don’t know how to access them then that increases complexity. (1034, Manager/Senior Lead)
Capturing complexity at individual patient-level

Interview findings illustrated diverse views on capturing complexity using individual patient-level criteria (see Online Appendix 3). The main themes have been summarised below. For more details regarding the coding frame, see Online Appendix 3.

Acceptability of capturing and classifying complexity

In general, participants stated that assessing complexity at individual patient-level was important. Some stated that having a quantifiable measure of complexity was crucial to ensure appropriate services and the fairest possible resource allocation. Participants had mixed views about whether it was acceptable to classify people’s individual needs into specific groups from high to low complexity. Most felt this was acceptable, but a few had concerns about possible negative associations of using broad categories that may detract from the uniqueness of the individual:

I think, in some ways, it has to be possible, really, because I think otherwise it’s very hard to allocate resources and allocate yourself and your time, really. Yes, I do think it’s possible and I do think it’s very difficult, and I think there are lots of different variables to take into account. (1038, Senior Clinician)

Ways to capture complexity at individual patient-level

Participants suggested various ways to measure or capture complexity: some focused on the key components to be included, others suggested techniques to compute or stratify complexity. The four palliative care domains (physical, psychological, social and spiritual) were seen as the core components, and both patient/family participants and professionals reported needs as additive or cumulative. Participants suggested various means of scoring or
classifying complexity. Proposed techniques included composite scores, hierarchies, graphs, algorithms or mathematical models. However, some participants suggested it may be too complicated to try and reflect complexity beyond a fairly simple classification; and that referrals might be helpful to elucidate complexity:

… somehow you have to try and then relate each one, the economic to the physical, and then to the emotional (…) so therefore you’ve got the complexity of the illness, complexity of the finance, complexity of the social and it’s trying to work out some sort of matrix which will then, say the overall complexity score for this person is … (1004, Patient)

… you’re one point for every person that you’re referring them onto. So, if you refer them onto an OT; that’s one point, if you refer them to the Social Worker, that’s another one (…) if you’re having to get the GP to go and see them pretty soon afterwards … (1007, Senior Clinician)

Some healthcare professionals shared views that certain elements may be missed when capturing complexity at an individual patient-level (e.g. dependence and mental health). Existing resilience and support networks were also seen as major influences on how complexity manifested in any one individual and how hard it is to capture systematically:

We’ve got a couple of [patients], they ring up virtually every day for advice. That is time-consuming, but, once again, are we missing something? Is it their mental health that is the issue and we’re just addressing the physical symptoms? Have they no support mechanisms and there are no carers, and we’re being phoned because we’re there? I wouldn’t class those as complex. (1062, Senior Clinician)

Potential benefits of classifying complexity

The benefits of measuring and classifying complexity at individual patient-level were described most often by the managers and senior leads, and least frequently by the patient and carer stakeholders. A standardised way to classify complexity was recognised by most professional participants as providing a ‘common language’ and shared understanding to improve communication across different service providers. Some participants discussed how classifying complexity might help determine when specialist or generalist palliative care input was needed:

I think it’s essential that you have a sort of a consistent standardised framework for measuring complexity (…) so it gives you that common language (…) to compare different patient cohorts and casemix across different populations, across different providers and to facilitate communication between providers and commissioners and the like. (1025, Manager/Senior lead)

More participants – including patient participants – viewed a classification of an individual’s complexity as an efficient and fair way to tailor resource provision. In contrast, a few participants, from the patient and caregiver stakeholder group, believed that all patients and families should be offered the same palliative care resources regardless of their level of complexity:

… we just say, ‘Everybody gets all of this. Everybody’. So, we almost pour a bucket of water over everyone, so everybody gets wet. What we want to do is to have a bucket of water which has a spout on it, so we can pour the water on the ones who need it at the time. (1054, Spiritual Lead)

I think Arthur has – we’re – on the surface we’re saying his complexity is a lower level, but actually the – this – everything that is offered to him – he needs to have the same offering but he maybe doesn’t take advantage of it. (1002, Patient and Family Carer)

Potential challenges of classifying complexity

Some participants described challenges that need to be overcome for this approach to be meaningful and workable for specialist palliative care. Complexity groupings should be responsive and reflect the changing needs of palliative care patients. Some were concerned that if the complexity groupings were not sensitive to these changing needs, then the patient would not be able to access the necessary resources should their status change:

… one just has to make sure that each case is reviewed and there is not too much officialdom (…) I think, that make sure that people are not just given one category and even when it’s changed, you know, nobody is listening … (1003, Family Carer)

Participants reported that some elements of patient complexity may not be easily captured by objective measurements; exploration of issues in a personal clinical encounter will always be needed. Participants also had concerns about the logistics and resource intensiveness of data collection about patient complexity – how often would data need to be collected, are the measures appropriate, is the right infrastructure in place (e.g. information technology) and does it run alongside clinical data collection? Staff training was also felt to be important:

I don’t know quite how detailed that’s going to be and how everyone’s got the resources to keep on measuring, monitoring and reporting back on that kind of thing, so I quite don’t know how that would [work] … (1015, Senior Clinician)

Discussion

This study provides a comprehensive conceptual framework of complexity based on empirical evidence derived from patients, family carers and professionals. It adapts Bronfenbrenner’s Ecological Systems Theory. His original theory explained how a child – at the centre of the
framework – developed in response to their context and environment. We apply this theory to palliative care, adapting the framework to be patient-centred, and explain how a patient interacts with their context and environment when living with an advanced illness. While palliative care has long recognised physical, psychological, social and spiritual holistic domains, we found complexity to go far beyond these four domains. This research reveals that we need to consider pre-existing and cumulative complexity, the dynamic aspects of complexity, invisible complexity, service-/system-level factors and societal influences to consider and meet patients’ needs comprehensively and effectively.

Characterising complexity in terms of Bronfenbrenner’s microsystem, mesosystem, exosystem, macrosystem and chronosystem levels is supported by existing literature in multimorbidity, chronic conditions and general healthcare,26,27,30 which demonstrate that complexity goes beyond the individual, includes contextual drivers, and derives from multiple sources (e.g. system-level and service-level aspects).9,26,30,57 This article provides a more comprehensive understanding of complexity as applied to palliative care. The findings have resonance with the cumulative complexity model of Shippee et al.,27 which emphasises the progressive and cumulative nature of complexity, and how this shapes access to and experiences of healthcare. Prior evidence also indicates relationships between components of complexity as neither final nor static.26,27,30 Our framework presented here emphasises the dynamic interactions in palliative care. In addition, the concept of cumulative complexity presented in this model has particular significance for palliative care – comparable to the concept of ‘total pain’.55,56 This addresses the need to palliate the person as a whole, considering relationships between components and systems.

We have drawn on a range of stakeholders’ perspectives (including patient and family carers) to identify characteristics of complexity which are not usually reported. The Holistic Common Assessment,22 commonly used in assessing patient needs in palliative care, includes some of these aspects (cultural context, mental capacity, preferences and priorities). Our interviews uncovered additional aspects that could be included in this assessment, such as health literacy,58 coping and resilience59 and empowerment.60,61 These aspects have been described independently in other research studies. This framework also emphasises how dissonance between patient, family and/or professionals, as well as the level of engagement with healthcare, may strongly influence complexity. Such dissonance substantially increases the amount of time professionals need to spend to deliver care effectively.

Invisible complexity – unrecognised by healthcare providers – is new and requires further study. As Safford et al.26 highlight, congruence between patients, professionals and healthcare systems emerged as crucial for effective and patient-centred care. It is well-established that patients’ and healthcare professionals’ perspectives on symptoms62 and quality of life63 do not always overlap; other areas of dissonance – such as contradictory or unexpected preferences – also influence complexity.

Limitations

Our sample consisted mainly of senior clinicians and participants largely from London, this imbalance may influence the transferability of findings. However, this study expanded on previous literature26 by incorporating experiences from patients and family carers in addition to professionals from multiple disciplines to form unique data examining complexity in palliative care. We made conscious efforts to ensure that the data presented were representative of the views from all stakeholder groups. We recognise that there were a limited number of patients and family carers involved as participants, compared to other stakeholder groups. There were certain challenges in accessing these particular participant groups through participating sites, as well as considerations specific to patients living with advanced illness and their carers (e.g. fatigue and caring commitments) outlined by previous research.64 Findings were, therefore, presented and discussed with the PPI advisory group to aid interpretation. The framework would need to be explored further with this population.

As the main focus of this article was to present a framework of complexity, the authors were only able to highlight and briefly describe where assonance and dissonance were present between stakeholder groups. Due to staff change over in the project and volume of interviews collected, four researchers conducted the interviews. Some joint interviews were conducted to ensure that interviewing styles were similar and were assisted by the topic guide. Researchers would also meet to discuss the interview progress and emergent themes.

Applying the framework in practice

Our framework provides a structured and comprehensive way of considering complexity in palliative care. This understanding of complexity will allow us to prioritise and target care better and helps move towards more effective and integrated care.12,33 Participants highlighted the importance of having a shared understanding of complexity across different specialist palliative care providers and settings. There is still confusion among generalists regarding the timing of integrating specialist palliative care.65 Frameworks that accurately capture patient-level complexity allow us to communicate the specialist role more clearly and target limited resources more effectively to meet patients’ needs.

This study also indicates that complexity can be captured at the individual patient-level. A casemix
classification needs to measure holistic needs (physical, psychological, social and spiritual) of patients and families, but we also demonstrate that other aspects of complexity are also important, such as information about patients’ personal characteristics, resources (e.g. coping/resilience, vulnerability and dependence), their existing support networks and the transparency (or otherwise) of their degree of complexity. This is important practice: the Australian casesmix classification, for instance, takes this into account by including data on the number and severity of problems alongside ‘Phase of Illness’66 and functional status.41,67

Our proposed framework also incorporates factors in the macrosystem that have not been identified in other models of complexity.20,26,27,30 This provides insights to address current challenges, such as who accesses palliative care, how people access palliative care and the best way to use limited resources.8–10,13,33 Our framework and considerations of how to measure complexity at an individual-level together give us the means to consider and address complexity systematically to advance both theory and practice in palliative care.

In particular, services should seek out ‘invisible complexity’, the patient who cannot advocate for themselves and may be overlooked in highly-pressured health and social care services. Clinical and senior leads, chief executives and commissioners also need to consider the quality of interactions between professionals and patients/families, how responsive and flexible their services are and the extent to which ‘the system’ increases complexity by inflexibility or inability to respond to rapidly changing needs.

Future research

Future research needs to assess how complexity can be measured and reported in a standardised way. We also need to explore further how this understanding of complexity can be applied practically and how it might apply to individual patients in particular. Further research is also needed to develop our understanding of aspects of complexity within the exosystem (services/systems) and macrosystem (societal influences), and to explore further the notion of ‘cumulative’ and ‘invisible’ complexity within palliative care.

Conclusion

This conceptual framework reflects the reality of patients’ and families’ lives as they face advanced illness, as perceived by patients, families and professionals in palliative care. It emphasises that considering physical, psychological, social and spiritual domains is not enough to characterise complexity. ‘Pre-existing’, ‘cumulative’ and ‘invisible’ complexity are also important, as is the way professionals and services interact with people and their families. Services need to be flexible in how they respond to individuals and to adapt to dynamic and changing levels of complexity, if they are to meet needs effectively.

It is acceptable to measure complexity at the individual patient-level, but this needs to incorporate key components of complexity. Any implementation of a casesmix classification in palliative care will need to be tempered with the feasibility of collecting complexity data in clinical practice.
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